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form (anschaulichkeit), I treated it as though it were
hypostasized. Thus far I am to blame for the mis-
understandings. Subsequently I explained at length, in my
" Darstellung der psychoanalytischen Theorie ", 1913 (p. 36),
that " the libido with which we work is not only not concrete
or recognizable, but is a complete X, a pure hypothesis,
a picture or counter, which is just as little concretely con-
ceived as is the energy of the world known to physics "*
Libido is therefore merely an abbreviated expression for the
energic standpoint. In working with pure concepts we shall
never succeed in practical presentation unless we are able to
express the phenomena mathematically. So long as this is
impossible, the applied concept will always become auto-
matically hypostasized through the empirical material of
experience.
We must note yet another possible mistake arising out
of the concrete use of the libido-concept and of the energy
concept in general, namely the confusion, unavoidable in
the sphere of practical experience, of energy with the causal
concept of effect, which latter is a dynamic, not an energic
concept at all.
According to the causal-mechanistic view, the fact series
a-b»c~d appears as,follows: a brings about b, b causes c,
etc. Here the concept of effect appears as a qualitative
characteristic, a virtue of the cause, or, in other words, a
dynamis. On the other hand, the final, energic view-point
presents the series thus : a-b-c- are means toward the trans-
formation of energy, which flows causelessly from a, the
* improbable' condition, over into b-c, the' probable' condition.
A causal effect is thus quite set aside, inasmuch as only the
intensities of the effect are taken into account. In so far
as the intensities are the same, we could just as well put
w-x-y-z instead of a-b-c-d.
The material of experience is in both cases the series
a-b-c-d; the difference is that according to the mechanistic
view a dynamism is deduced from the causal effect observed,

